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Introduction

The jury is a fundamental component in the implementation of justice in America. Notably, Thomas Jefferson heralded the jury as more essential and critical to American justice than the right to vote.¹ Because the jury trial is central to the community's "vision of the legal system . . . [it] is important both symbolically and substantively."²

In many types of proceedings, however, a litigant does not have the option for a jury. Illustratively, in family violence proceedings³ in Family Court,⁴ the majority of the fifty states do not permit juries, and such a right has never been addressed by the United States Supreme Court.

The core premise of this Article proposes that litigants in family violence proceedings should be afforded the option of a jury trial in the adjudicatory phase of: (1) civil order of protection proceedings, and (2) child protective proceedings, particularly those cases involving physical violence or allegations of domestic violence.

This Article draws upon both the theory of and research on procedural justice holding that litigants often focus on the appearance of fairness rather than on the actual outcome.⁵ Thus, when litigants are

---

¹ John Guinther, THE JURY IN AMERICA xiii (Facts on File Publications, 1988). The right to a trial by jury in criminal cases is enunciated twice in the United States Constitution and has long been considered an essential right. See U.S. CONST. art. III, § 2, cl. 3; U.S. CONST. amend. VI. The right to a trial by jury in civil cases does not have the same status in American jurisprudence, in part because it was never incorporated against the states. U.S. CONST. amend. VII. This Article will not delve into Seventh Amendment issues, as it does not attempt to argue that a jury trial in Family Court proceedings is a fundamental or constitutional right.

² Janet Ainsworth, Re-Imagining Childhood and Reconstructing the Legal Order: The Case for Abolishing the Juvenile Court, 69 N.C. L. REV. 1083, 1126 (1991); see also Anne H. Geraghty & Wallace J. Mlyniec, Unified Family Courts: Tempering Enthusiasm with Caution, 40 FAM. CT. REV. 435, 439 (2002) ("If we believe[d] that judges were perfect dispensers of justice, then we would not need a jury system at all.")

³ For the purposes of this Article, the term "family violence" includes what is commonly referred to as domestic violence or intimate partner violence, as well as violence between siblings, parents, children, and other family members. Although the dynamics of family violence differ when the violence is between intimate partners, as compared to violence between siblings, children, and parents, the power and control and the effects of violence are sufficiently similar to discuss both types of violence together for the purposes of this Article.

⁴ Other versions of Family Courts may include Probate Courts, Juvenile Courts, or Dependency Courts.

able to choose the modality of fact-finding, they may be more accepting of the legal process, even if the outcome is not favorable to them.\textsuperscript{6} Allowing the option of a jury, even if not exercised, may dramatically improve the perceptions of litigants and may affect the legitimacy and longevity of case outcomes.

Family violence proceedings are particularly poised for the jury trial option for two main reasons. First, due to the personally consequential issues being decided in family violence cases and the resulting need for durable decisions issued with neutrality, litigants' satisfaction with the legal process is critical. Legitimacy, while indisputably important in all aspects of law, is especially crucial in the context of family violence matters, where the litigants are connected to each other by familial ties that will endure long after the litigation is completed. Hence, the need for faith in a just and impartial court system for families and children is paramount.\textsuperscript{7}

Second, in many family violence proceedings the issues are cyclical and repetitive in nature. Thus, a single jurist has a long-standing role in adjudicating issues involving the same litigants in numerous proceedings.\textsuperscript{8} When critical family issues and life-altering decisions are at stake, even the mere perception of bias can undermine a litigant's faith in the justice system, the legitimacy of a given decision, and the willingness of that litigant to comply with that decision.\textsuperscript{9} Family Court judges hear cases with some of the most far-reaching consequences in the lives of litigants. A jury option in family violence cases will enhance the perception of unbiased decision-making and consequently may improve compliance with the resulting court orders.

\textsuperscript{6} LIND & TYLER, supra note 5, at 34–35.

\textsuperscript{7} "Perceptions of unfair treatment could weaken one's stake in conformity; fair treatment could strengthen it." Epstein, Tempering, supra note 5, at 1878.

\textsuperscript{8} Geraghty & Mlyniec, supra note 2, at 438–39; Victor Eugene Flango & H. Ted Rubin, How Is Court Coordination of Family Cases Working?, 33 JUDGE'S J. 10, 15 (1994). Some scholars have argued that this approach can be problematic, because some judges believe that women ask for orders of protection in order to gain an advantage in another case. See JAMES PTACEK, BATTERED WOMEN IN THE COURTROOM: THE POWER OF JUDICIAL RESPONSES 55 (1999) (debunking the myth that victims try to gain leverage in other cases by asking for orders of protection).

\textsuperscript{9} See supra note 5 and accompanying text.
Throughout this Article, the term survivor will be utilized instead of victim when referring to those who have been abused, and a broader definition of family violence will be utilized as explained earlier. This Article will also refer to the survivor of violence in the female voice with the male pronoun for the perpetrator. Of course, domestic violence is prevalent in same-sex partnerships and also includes male survivors of female abuse. Yet throughout history, and according to actual statistical data, women have been disproportionately affected by family violence as survivors and/or as primary caretakers of their children.

Part I of this Article mentions briefly the federal constitutional right to a jury in the context of criminal cases and its foundations and then addresses the evolution of Family Courts across the United States. It also outlines the arguments both for and against jury trials in Family Court cases, arguments historically addressed in the context of juvenile delinquency cases. In addition, Part I delineates those states which actually permit jury rights in Family Court proceedings. Part II of this Article considers family violence dynamics in the context of the legal system and then addresses litigants' notions of fairness on a theoretical level. Part II focuses exclusively on the right to a jury trial in civil order.
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of protection cases and child protective proceedings and does not propose the right to a jury in custody or other types of Family Court cases. Finally, Part III examines potential practical obstacles faced as a result of introducing the right to a jury in family violence proceedings. Ultimately, this Article proposes that a limited jury option be afforded at the fact-finding stage in two types of family violence cases.

I. The Historical Evolution and Resistance to the Jury Option in Family Court Jurisprudence

A. The Constitutional Right to a Jury in Criminal Cases

The founders of the English law have, with excellent forecast, contrived that the truth of every accusation, whether preferred in the shape of indictment, information, or appeal, should afterwards be confirmed by the unanimous suffrage of twelve of his equals and neighbors, indifferently chosen and superior to all suspicion.13

The notion of a jury dates back to ancient Greek and Roman times14 and was continued by early British rulers before it was introduced into the American legal system.15 Today, the right to a jury is a quintessential aspect of the United States’ justice system16 and Constitution.17

The jury has been labeled an “inherent and invaluable right,”18 as well as a “great and inestimable privilege” and entitlement.19 Juries serve as mechanisms for educating the public, and at the same time they

16. See, e.g., Duncan, 391 U.S. at 149.
17. See supra note 1.
18. Duncan, 391 U.S. at 152.
19. Id.
“bestow legitimacy upon the adjudicatory process.” Jurors act as a collective decision-making group and infuse a fresh perspective into each case. Despite the long-standing foundations of juries, which have “weathered criticism and attack, always to survive and to be cherished,” juries have been resisted in the Family Court setting.

B. The History and Overview of the Family Court System

Arguably, some of the most critical, delicate, and weighty legal issues are handled in Family Courts across the nation. In these courthouses, families’ fates and futures are shaped every day. These Courts decide issues such as whether a child has been abused by a parent or caretaker; whether a child has been neglected; whether a protective order should be issued on behalf of one family member against another; whether a child should be tried as a juvenile or as an adult, and whether that child's liberty should be curtailed; whether a child is in need of more supervision than is available at home; whether the child's parents can be identified, and, if so, what their custodial rights and financial obligations are to that child; whether a child should live with a parent or a guardian; whether a permanent plan outside of the home is in the child's best interests; or whether or not parental ties to a child should be forever severed.

In 1899, Illinois created the first Juvenile Court in the United States. The Court was created to provide an ameliorative and non-structured court system for juvenile delinquents who would otherwise be charged as adult criminals. In 1914 in Ohio, the first official Family Court was formed, combining both juvenile court and domestic rela-
tions matters.25 Thereafter, a national movement integrated many Juvenile and Family Courts as states recognized the intersection between juvenile delinquency, child dependency, child support, and divorce.26

By 1925, each state had some type of Juvenile Court, except Maine and Wyoming.27 Today, every state in the United States has at least one Juvenile or Family Court,28 as do almost all industrialized countries.29 These courts have different titles, such as Dependency Courts, Family Courts, Juvenile Courts, Probate Courts, and the like, yet their genesis and purposes are largely the same; all were created to attend to the unique nature of childhood and family issues. Some states have a number of these courts, overlapping in powers, while other states have merged all child and family related issues into one court.30

Bifurcated proceedings, akin to adjudication and sentencing in criminal cases, or liability and damages in civil cases, remain a vestige of many Family Courts today.31 In New York, for instance, every type of Family Court proceeding is bifurcated,32 with the fact-finding phase preceding the disposition.33

The Family Courts, initially designed to protect children and families rather than to punish,34 eventually expanded their role beyond

27. Mennel, supra note 23, at 130–32; Elrod & Ryder, supra note 26, at 115.
28. See Ainsworth for a listing of the statutes designating family and juvenile courts in each state. Ainsworth, supra note 2, at 1083 n.1; see also Elrod & Ryder, supra note 26, at 233.
29. See Ainsworth for a listing of other countries which have family and juvenile court systems. Ainsworth, supra note 2, at 1084 n.2.
30. See Elrod & Ryder, supra note 26, at 233–34.
32. See N.Y. Family Court Act § 111 et seq.
33. Disposition has been defined as the “final settlement of a matter.” In re Rudolph M., 664 N.Y.S.2d 399, 401 (Fam. Ct. 1997) (citing In re Carmelo E., 57 N.Y.2d 431, 471 (1982)). It addresses the outcome and relief sought by Petitioner. If the factual basis of a petition has been substantiated, the Court then proceeds to the disposition.
34. The state legislative history in New York, for example, states that its purpose for child abuse and neglect proceedings is to “protect children from injury or mistreatment and to help safeguard their physical, mental, and emotional well-being.” N.Y. Family Court Act § 1011. Likewise, New York law codifies that Family Court Orders of Protection are to be issued to “stop the violence, end the family disruption and obtain protection,” not to mete out punishment. Id. at § 812(2)(b); see also Mennel, supra
parens patriae, or substitute parent. The overall tenor of the Juvenile and Family Courts remained informal and even benevolent; yet over time this informality garnered criticism. For example, as the United States Supreme Court noted in In re Gault:

Juvenile Court history has again demonstrated that unbridled discretion, however benevolently motivated, is frequently a poor substitute for principle and procedure. . . . The absence of substantive standards has not necessarily meant that children receive careful, compassionate, individualized treatment. The absence of procedural rules based upon constitutional principle has not always produced fair, efficient, and effective procedures. Departures from established principles of due process have frequently resulted not in enlightened procedure, but in arbitrariness. 36

Over time, the paternalistic role of Family Courts receded and gave way to a more formalistic role, as many landmark United States Supreme Court cases granted parents and juveniles a panoply of procedural and substantive due process rights. 37

C. The Evolution of and Resistance to the Jury Option in Family Court

Perhaps because jury trials invoke notions of punishment, legislatures historically deemed juries inapplicable to Family Courts, as the

35. Literally, “parent of the country.” See In re Gault, 387 U.S. 1, 17 (1967); Mennel, supra note 23, at 130–32; Larsen, supra note 24, at 841–43; Wolf, supra note 23, at 278–79.
37. Although the Supreme Court explicitly did not grant the right to a jury trial in juvenile delinquency cases, see McKeiver v. Pennsylvania, 403 U.S. 528 (1971), and did not grant the absolute right to an attorney in a termination of parental rights case, see Lassiter v. Department of Social Services, 452 U.S. 18 (1981), the Court has granted a number of other rights to parents and juveniles. See, e.g., Santosky v. Kramer, 455 U.S. 745, 747–48 (1982); Stanley v. Illinois, 405 U.S. 645, 649 (1972); Pierce v. Society of Sisters, 268 U.S. 510, 534–35 (1925); Meyer v. Nebraska, 262 U.S. 390, 400 (1923); see also Kent v. United States, 383 U.S. 541, 557 (1966); In re Gault, 387 U.S. at 57.
purpose of such Courts was treatment, and the safety of children and families was heralded as the paramount concern.

1. Juvenile Delinquency Proceedings and the Jury

In juvenile delinquency cases, jury trials are much more common than in any other type of Family Court proceeding in the United States, yet they are still somewhat rare. The topic of jury trials in juvenile delinquency matters has been ably argued by many lawyers, scholars, and criminologists, and this Article will not endeavor to re-argue the issue. Yet, the arguments for and against jury trials in juvenile delinquency matters serve as a useful backdrop to analyze whether a right to a jury option is suitable for family violence proceedings. Juvenile delinquency cases are quasi-criminal in nature in that the same acts would be considered crimes if perpetrated by adults. Similarly, in civil domestic

38. Ainsworth, supra note 2, at 1101 (citing Commonwealth v. Fisher, 62 A. 198, 200 (Pa. 1905) ("Whether the child deserves to be saved by the state is no more a question for a jury than whether the father, if able to save it, ought to save it.").)
39. Today, some domestic violence advocates or child advocates might argue that another purpose of a family violence proceeding should be to hold the batterer or child abuser accountable, whether it is through Criminal Court or Family Court. See, e.g., Lundy Bancroft, Why Does He Do That? Inside the Minds of Angry and Controlling Men 291–313 (G.P. Putnam's Sons 2002); David Adams, Treatment Models of Men Who Batter: A Profeminist Analysis, in Feminist Perspectives on Wife Abuse 176, 196 (Kersti Yllo & Michele Bograd eds., 1988); Maxwell, supra note 12, at 39.
violence cases and child protective cases involving alleged violence, the cases are predicated upon offenses which, if charged in criminal court, would be considered crimes. The facts and circumstances are often severe with serious outcomes. As Professor Winick states in the context of therapeutic jurisprudence, "the special repetitive nature of domestic violence and of the harm it brings warrants separate treatment." For these reasons and others stated in this Article, family violence proceedings are precisely those cases where litigants must maintain faith in the integrity of a bias-free court system.

Within the context of juvenile delinquency cases, the United States Supreme Court stated in In re Winship that "civil labels and good intentions do not themselves obviate the need for criminal due process safeguards in juvenile courts." A few years earlier in the landmark case of In re Gault, the Supreme Court afforded many of the constitutional safeguards and provisions in adult criminal trials to juveniles in delinquency proceedings under the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment.

With respect to the specific issue of a jury, the Supreme Court held in McKeiver v. Pennsylvania that trial by jury is not constitutionally required for juveniles, because the Sixth Amendment does not apply to juvenile proceedings, as such cases are not "criminal prosecution[s]" and are consequently outside the ambit of the Sixth Amendment. Indeed, the McKeiver Court was very concerned that juries might irrevocably alter juvenile court proceedings. The Court, holding that the Constitution does not require jury trials in delinquency proceedings, left the

43. Some courts have even held that the civil legislative label is misplaced in civil order of protection cases and violations thereof. See People v. Wood, 742 N.E.2d 114, 117 n.3 (N.Y. 2000); People v. Runyon, 195 Misc. 2d 185, 186 (N.Y. App. Term 2002).
45. Winick, supra note 10, at 37.
47. In re Gault, 387 U.S. 1, 31–59 (1967). Some might argue that the idea of Family Courts being more therapeutic than adversarial is a theoretical construct alone. In other words, a benevolent court is no more the reality of Family Courts today than is Gault's reference to a "kangaroo court." See id. at 28. Family Court is just that—a court. All of the benefits and all of the downfalls of a judicial system exist therein.
48. The Gault Court found that a number of rights were applicable to juveniles, including: the right to notice of the charges, id. at 33; the right to counsel, id. at 36; the privilege against self-incrimination, id. at 55; the rights of confrontation and sworn testimony of witnesses for cross-examination, id. at 57.
50. Id. at 541–45.
51. Id. at 547.
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option to the states. Nonetheless, the Court cautioned "[t]here is a possibility, at least, that the jury trial, if required as a matter of constitutional precept, will remake the juvenile proceeding into a fully adversary process and will put an effective end to what has been the idealistic prospect of an intimate, informal protective proceeding." The Court also held that "if the jury trial were injected into the juvenile court system as a matter of right—it would bring with it into the system the trial track delay, the formality and the clamor of the adversary system, and possibly the public trial." The Supreme Court of Pennsylvania in Terry added: "[T]he juvenile court judge would of necessity have to concern himself much more with the technicalities of proper procedure, and would have a vastly reduced capacity to guide and mold the hearings."

Some states subsequently implemented a right to a jury trial in juvenile delinquency proceedings, but the majority of states did not. As of 2006, fewer than twenty states allow jury trials in juvenile delinquency cases; some of these states only offer the option of a jury in limited situations.

The principal arguments against juries in juvenile delinquency cases include: (1) the jury will make criminal trials and juvenile trials synonymous, thereby allowing more stringent punishments; (2) the

52. Id.
53. Id. at 545.
54. Id. at 550.
56. Larsen, supra note 24, at 856–57; Sanborn, supra note 40, at 233.
57. See, e.g., ALASKA STAT. § 47.12.110 (2004); MASS. GEN. LAWS ANN. ch. 119, § 55A (West 2005); MICH. COMP. LAWS ANN. § 712A.17(2) (West 2005); N.M. STAT. ANN. § 32A-2-16 (LexisNexis 2005); TEX. FAM. CODE ANN. § 54.03 (Vernon 2004); W. VA. CODE § 49-5-6 (2005); WYO. STAT. ANN. § 14-6-223(c) (2004). For statistics from 1998, see Cohen, supra note 40, at 8.
informality of Family Court will vanish; and (3) these trials should be private and closed to the public. However, even without the presence of a jury, juvenile trials have become more formal, while punishments have become increasingly more severe for juveniles. Notably, this phenomenon has occurred across the nation and is not limited to just those states allowing juries. Thus, one cannot conclude that there is an established causal connection between the introduction of juries in juvenile delinquency cases and the concerns initially raised by opponents.

2. Termination of Parental Rights Proceedings and the Jury

Although a rarity, some states afford the right to a jury to parents facing termination of their parental rights. As of 2006, fewer than ten states allow juries in termination cases. Termination of parental rights proceedings are often referred to as the Family Court equivalent of the

(1999)(challenging some of the assertions by the McKeiver court in today's juvenile court system).

60. However, these ideals are not the reality of the current juvenile system. See Kropf, supra note 59, at 2166–70. There is an impression by some that Juvenile and Family Courts have relaxed evidentiary standards and relaxed standards of professional conduct even though this is not always the case.


63. The right to a jury in termination of parental rights proceedings is beyond the scope of this Article; it is a complex, nuanced topic to be addressed in a future article.
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death penalty,\textsuperscript{65} and thus an argument could be advanced for a jury option for parents facing such potential consequences. Notably, child abuse and neglect cases are often the precursor to termination of parental rights cases, and thus the right to a jury trial at the abuse and neglect phase deserves consideration.

Depending upon state law, Family Courts may also adjudicate: status offenses or incorrigibility cases, child custody and visitation, paternity, child and spousal support, civil orders of protection, child abuse and neglect, guardianships, adoptions, and sometimes divorces. Only one state, Texas, allows a jury trial in almost all Family Court matters\textsuperscript{66} with few exceptions.\textsuperscript{67}

One could argue that the risks of privacy loss, delay, and disruption to the family may outweigh the benefits of a jury in some Family Court matters, such as proceedings involving divorce.\textsuperscript{68}


\textsuperscript{66} See TEX. FAM. CODE ANN. §§ 54.03, 105.002 (Vernon 2005); In re J.N.F., 116 S.W.3d 426; Alexander v. Russell, 682 S.W.2d 370, rev’d on other grounds, 699 S.W.2d 209 (Tex. 1985); Ex parte Franklin, 393 S.W.2d 632 (Tex. App. 1965).

\textsuperscript{67} TEX. FAM. CODE ANN. § 105.002(b). A court cannot submit issues of (A) support under Chapter 154 or Chapter 159; (B) a specific term or condition of possession of or access to the child; or (C) any right or duty of a conservator, other than the determination of which joint managing conservator has the exclusive right to designate the primary residence of the child under Subdivision (1)(D). \textit{Id}.\textsuperscript{68}

\textsuperscript{68} This Article will not address matrimonial proceedings, even though issues of family violence are often raised in such proceedings. For a summary of states allowing juries in matrimonial proceedings, see Jeffrey F. Ghent, Annotation, \textit{Right to Jury Trial in State Court Divorce Proceedings}, 56 A.L.R. 4th 955, § 1(a) (1987 & Supp. 2003). Nebraska legislation was introduced to allow jury trials in matrimonial and custody matters, but never passed. 2005 Bill Text NE L.B. 886. In New Jersey, jury trials are rarely permitted in divorce proceedings unless they are joined with tort claims. See generally Brennan v. Orban, 678 A.2d 667, 671 (N.J. 1996); Carole Pasternak, \textit{Victims Once Again: The New Jersey Supreme Court’s Unwillingness to Provide All Marital Tort Victims the Right to a Jury Trial}, 7 SETON HALL CONST. L.J. 467, 467-68 (1997) (acknowledging the ambiguous state of New Jersey law regarding jury trials for marital tort claims). The issue was brought to the forefront in New Jersey by the landmark case of Brennan, 678 A.2d 667, which held that the Court must balance the interest in judicial administration with the need to curtail domestic violence. The Court held that the linchpin for whether a jury demand can be made is the readiness of the tort claim to be severed from the divorce claim. The exception to this rule seems to be a particularized finding when a tort claim is joined with a marital claim, and the Court finds that society has a strong interest in vindicating the marital tort.
incorrigibility, paternity, or custody. Similarly, one could argue that child support proceedings are primarily statutorily driven and complex, and thus unsuitable for a jury.

The benefits of juries may outweigh the obstacles in child protective and civil order of protection proceedings, however, due to the unique characteristics of family violence proceedings. As of 2006, fewer than ten states permit the right to a jury trial in child abuse or neglect proceedings pursuant to a state statute or a state constitution. Michigan, for example, has offered a jury trial option in the adjudicative

via a jury trial. The New Jersey Supreme Court held that such cases would benefit from having one judge decide all issues, even if this could be burdensome. In his dissenting opinion, Justice Stein opined that a jury trial should be allowed in all marital tort claims with a separate jury trial and a different judge on the divorce claim. See Brennan, 678 A.2d at 680. Some scholars have argued that the majority should have adopted Justice Stein’s reasoning. See, e.g., Pasternak, supra, at 492–93.

For example, in a status offense proceeding, a parent is often filing a petition against his or her own child. Perhaps a jury for this type of case would so invade a family’s privacy and so destroy the relationship between parent and child that the harm would outweigh the benefit of a jury.

In a paternity proceeding, testimony is needed about the mother’s sexual history: who has had “access” to her sexually, how often, how many partners. Again, this is highly private information, which arguably should not be revealed to a jury. Perhaps if a paternity proceeding might result in statutory rape or other criminal charges, a right to counsel and a right to a jury would be appropriate. Some states indeed have jury trials for paternity or “bastardy” proceedings. See generally David M. Holliday, Annotation, Paternity Proceedings.—Right to Jury Trial, 51 A.L.R. 4th 565, § 2(a) (1987 & Supp. 2002) (summarizing the law in several jurisdictions regarding the right to a jury trial in paternity proceedings). See also Neb. Rev. Stat. § 43-1412 (2004) (providing jury trial upon request by the alleged father or the mother); Wis. Stat. § 767.50 (2006) (providing jury trial upon request by defendant); B.J.Y. v. M.A., 617 So.2d 1061 (Fla. 1993); Pruitt v. Pruitt, 282 N.W.2d 785, 787 (Mich. Ct. App. 1979); Oregon, State ex rel. Jones v. Workman, 579 P.2d 1302 (Or. Ct. App. 1978).


portion of child abuse and neglect proceedings for decades. In states
which provide this option, the right to a jury trial typically applies to the
fact-finding phase of the child protective proceeding, not to the disposi-
tional phase, which is the paradigm proposed in this Article.

II. Affording Litigants a Jury in Family Violence Proceedings

Some scholars have wryly noted that “American law has always ex-
hibited a distrust of the judges and has given the jury wide powers to
decide criminal cases. The law, however, has distrusted the jury as much
as the judges.” Considering the inherent uncertainty in the fact-finding
process, whether by a judge or by jury, the option of choosing a fact-
finder may lend credibility and legitimacy to the legal system, thereby
encouraging compliance with court orders. Furthermore, the option to
select a modality of fact-finding might well facilitate greater respect for
the law, resulting in fairer resolutions that are more likely to endure over
time without being sabotaged by the litigants.

A. The Dynamics of Family Violence and Corresponding Proceedings

Once violence permeates a family and progresses to a court case,
the stakes are higher for the survivor, the perpetrator, and the children.
Reunification is not always the goal for the family when physical violence is ongoing or severe.79

Family violence cases are among the most delicate and critical of proceedings; such cases do not always fit within a neat legal rubric. The latter point was reflected aptly in the words of New York State Chief Judge Judith S. Kaye in the well-known decision of Nicholson v. Scoppetta.80 There, the Court "recogniz[ed] that in the inordinately complex human dilemma presented by domestic violence involving children, the law may be easier to state than to apply."81

Abusers perpetrate violence against survivors as part of a coercive pattern of power and control.82 Physical violence, when present, is often coupled with emotional, financial, sexual, psychological, and other types of abuse.83 Survivors of family violence do not always identify themselves as victims of crime; at times, survivors equivocate about whether or when to leave the abuser.84 There are a number of theories and explanations as to why survivors in intimate partner violent relationships do not

79. Serious or repeated physical abuse is often the basis for immediate termination of parental rights. See Adoption and Safe Families Act, 42 U.S.C. 670 et seq. (requiring states to pursue immediate termination on these grounds in order to obtain federal funding).


81. Id.


83. See LUNDY BANCROFT & JAY G. SILVERMAN, THE BATTERER AS PARENT: ADDRESSING THE IMPACT OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE ON FAMILY DYNAMICS 1, 3 (2002); Duluth Domestic Abuse Intervention Project, supra note 82; BANCROFT, supra note 39, at 8-9; BERRY, supra note 82, at 3-4; Meier, supra note 82, at 691-92; Meyersfeld, supra note 10, at 378.

84. BANCROFT, supra note 39, at 222-23; Meier, supra note 82, at 684.
leave, and why it may take a survivor multiple attempts before he or she actually severs the abusive relationship.85

Other unique characteristics of family violence cases include the phenomenon that violent incidents often occur without eyewitnesses86 and often without subsequent police or medical assistance.87 When there is a witness, it may be a child, who may also be a victim.88 Abusers may prevent their victims from receiving medical treatment or insist that their victims disguise their injuries.89

Because family violence proceedings often span the course of months, even years, and because the cases are often entrenched in the Family Court system, judges have an opportunity to observe the demeanor and behavior of each litigant over time. Judges see litigants under tense and artificial circumstances, as litigants appearing in court


87. See Ira Mark Ellman & Sharon Lohr, Marriage as Contract, Opportunistic Violence, and Other Bad Arguments for Fault Divorce, 1997 U. ILL. L. REV. 719, 763 (1997); Laura J. Hickman & Sally S. Simpson, Fair Treatment or Preferred Outcome? The Impact of Police Behavior on Victim Reports of Domestic Violence Incidents, 37 LAW & SOC'Y REV. 607, 608 (2003) ("Whatever the actual rate of official reporting, it is clear that large numbers of victims continue to refrain from seeking the assistance of the police when they are assaulted by a present or former sexual intimate."); Katherine M. Schelon, Domestic Violence and the State: Responses to and Rationales for Spousal Battering, Marital Rape & Stalking, 78 MARQ. L. REV. 79, 98 (1994).


89. See Schelon, supra note 87, at 98; De Sanctis, supra note 86, at 371; Epstein, Prioritizing, supra note 78, at 473.
are often frustrated, frightened, or anxious. Litigants may react to stress while in the courthouse hallways, or even inside the courtroom itself, and thus may unduly influence a judge’s assessment of them. In the domestic violence context, a survivor may appear nervous and frantic, particularly if she is facing her batterer in court. Moreover, psychologically traumatized litigants may present themselves as non-credible. Conversely, batterers often present themselves remarkably well in court and while interacting with law enforcement.

It is not uncommon for a survivor to file a complaint and then withdraw it, only to file again shortly thereafter, which then may negatively impact the credibility of the litigant in the eyes of a judge. During the multiple appearances and adjournments on a specific case, when stress levels are high and testimony is not being elicited, the judge may not obtain an accurate image of the parties. In such a circumstance, a trial judge already has a well-formed impression of the parties and families. Yet, this same judge will determine not only the facts of the case and the credibility of the witnesses, but also issue the ultimate disposition regarding the family.

It is the intimate relationships among the litigants, coupled with the long-term involvement of the Family Court’s original mandate to treat rather than to punish, that creates the opportunity for one jurist to resolve all questions of fact and decide all questions of law. Thus, a par-

90. See David Adams, Identifying the Assaultive Husband in Court: You Be the Judge, 33 Boston B.J. 23, 23 (1989) (stating that the woman frequently appears hysterical, but the abuser appears composed, resulting in courts and police believing that the woman is embellishing her story); Meier, supra note 82, at 691–92.
91. See generally Meier, supra note 82, at 690–92.
92. See Bancroft, supra note 39, at 291–313; Hanna, supra note 82, at 1878 (stating that judges identify with batterers who present themselves as “charming, respectful, and persuasive”); Kathleen Waits, Battered Women and their Children: Lessons from One Woman’s Story, 35 Hous. L. Rev. 29, 54 (1998); Meier, supra note 82, at 690–92.
93. See Bancroft, supra note 39, at 303–05; Berry, supra note 82, at 161–62.
94. This is not dissimilar to law enforcement responding to the scene of domestic violence crimes repeatedly. After so many times, even well-trained judges and law enforcement officials may eventually stop believing the victim’s accounts of violence and control by the batterer. See Hanna, supra note 82, at 1878. Domestic violence survivors do not always present well and may have secondary trauma, such as alcohol/drug abuse, or mental illness, often a consequence of the violence itself. See Epstein, Prioritizing, supra note 78, at 473–77; Epstein, Tempering, supra note 5, at 1861; Meier, supra note 82, at 691–92.
95. In Santosky v. Kramer, 455 U.S. 745, 786 n.12 (1982), the late Justice Rehnquist utilized the phrase “steeped in” to indicate the level of involvement Family Court judges have with some litigants.
ent or party who does not fare well in a court proceeding may question the objectivity of having only one person decide all questions of fact and law. Check and balances must be an integral part of the Family Courts to discourage the appearance of impropriety or unbridled discretion. The appearance of legitimacy and neutrality is critical in cases involving the ever-changing lives of families and the need to achieve permanence and safety. Indeed, if the rehabilitative goals of the Family Court are to be realized, it is crucial to address the state of mind of the litigants and their perceptions of a bias-free result.

B. Litigants’ Notions of Fairness in Family Violence Proceedings

There are a number of ways in which litigants involved in family violence cases might perceive bias on the part of the judges and lawyers involved in their cases. This section focuses on three areas in which bias may be routinely perceived: (1) on an institutional level; (2) on a personal level; and (3) from the perspective that a single jurist is privy to too much information.

Survivors of domestic violence often state that they feel abused by “the system”—referring to the law enforcement system, the court system, or both. In fact, some survivors believe that they are more able to predict the abuse perpetrated by their batterers than to face the uncertainty of the court system. Stated differently, some survivors of

97. See, e.g., Geraghty & Mlyniec, supra note 2, at 438–39.
100. See generally Nicholson v. Scoppetta, 3 N.Y.3d 357, 371 (2004); Bancroft, supra note 39, at 291–313; Ruth Jones, Guardianship for Coercively Controlled Battered Women: Breaking the Control of the Abuser, 88 Geo. L.J. 605, 627 (2000); Meier, supra note 82, at 665–67; Waits, supra note 92, at 31 (“[B]attered women are often victimized a second time by police, prosecutors, lawyers, psychologists, and judges”);
violence feel better equipped to withstand the familiar abuse of their batterers, rather than face what they perceive as abuse by a court process with which they are unfamiliar. Additionally, a survivor who does not perceive justice in the courtroom may not access the Family Court system in the future.  

Affording litigants the option of a jury trial may enhance the confidence those litigants have in the judicial system. In a family violence proceeding, a litigant may believe that a jury—bringing the composite experiences of twelve people to the case—will inject a more human element than would only one finder of fact. Many survivors of violence feel empowered when able to tell their stories and have their voices heard, voices which for so long have been silenced by their abusers. Perhaps a survivor of family violence will view a jury as a more welcoming forum in this regard. Furthermore, a jury might foster a non-formulaic approach to cases that are unique and complex. Petitioners for civil orders of protection might select a jury option for some of the reasons stated above, and also might re-engage the Family Courts in the future.

Similarly and consistent with procedural justice theories, if an accused abuser has the option of having his fate decided by strangers instead of a judge who knows him from prior court proceedings, he might be more likely to comply with the resultant orders. Scholars and researchers have advocated for procedural justice concepts in domestic violence cases on the theory and data that batterers more readily comply with orders rendered if the orders are fashioned in a bias-free manner. Some have posited with accompanying data that “treating defendants with neutrality, respect, and consistency is solidly grounded. . . . If such treatment also improves compliance, however, it is of special importance to intimate partner abuse cases, where repetitive, escalating violence is a predictable scenario for most victims.” In the intimate partner violence context, an abuser may increase violence or re-victimize his or her partner following an encounter with the court system. Even further,


102. Winick, supra note 10, at 42–43 (advocating for therapeutic jurisprudence for a batterer so that he will not perceive rehabilitation as judicially coerced and then may voluntarily comply). See generally Paternoster, supra note 5, at 165–66; Simon, supra note 85, at 243–85.

103. See, e.g., Paternoster, supra note 5, at 166–71.

104. Epstein, Tempering, supra note 5, at 1847.

105. Epstein, Prioritizing, supra note 78, at 467–68.
litigants “might become more clever in breaking [such] laws if [] convinced that the system used unfair procedures.”

In the child abuse and neglect context, parents may find that the jury serves as a check and balance to the governmental agency proceeding against them. Thus, the resultant court orders may be viewed as workable instead of coerced. When the state removes a child from a family due to child abuse or neglect, the agency typically furnishes a case plan which allows parents to take further actions to reunify the family. Parental compliance with such case plans seems more likely if parents perceive a fair and bias-free trial. Indeed, as Professor Schepard notes, “A violent parent is more likely to comply with a court order imposing restraints on his or her relationship with the child if the court makes an effort to ensure that the offender perceives the process that resulted in the order as fair.” Other authors have opined that proceedings involving children must “not only be fair but also be so perceived by the contestants . . . because violence and/or child snatching may well ensue without it.” Procedural justice scholars have also argued that the perception of fairness by both the child and the parent could very well lead to finality and even full acceptance of a permanent order.

---

106. Lind & Tyler, supra note 5, at 83. Although the authors were discussing this prospect in the context of traffic laws, their data demonstrate that one can easily analogize to other areas of law. See, e.g., id. at 79 (citing a Friedland, Thibaut and Walker study which showed that persons were more “clever lawbreakers” if unfair procedures were utilized); see also Epstein, Tempering, supra note 5, at 1901. As Lind & Tyler caution, however, there are many other factors which play into obedience and compliance with the law.


108. I thank David Lansner, Esq., for this insight; see also Lind & Tyler, supra note 5, at 64–65.


110. Gofen, supra note 98, at 876 n.120, (citing James C. Black & Donald J. Cantor, Child Custody 51 (1989)); see also K.M. Kitzmann & R.E. Emery, Procedural Justice and Parents’ Satisfaction In a Field Study of Child Custody Dispute Resolution, 17 L. and Hum. Behav. 553, 554–56, 564 (1993). Although the above authors discuss fairness in the context of custody disputes, this reasoning can readily be analogized to family violence proceedings.

111. Gary B. Melton & E. Allan Lind, Procedural Justice in Family Court: Does the Adversary Model Make Sense?, 5 Legal Reforms Affecting Child & Youth Services 65, 74, 76 (1982) (explaining also that “the child can feel that he or she had a ‘day in court’ and that the ultimate decision was made by a third party rather than the parent”).
1. Perceptions of Institutional Bias in the Bench and Bar

In any large metropolitan area in the United States, Family Court judges are understaffed and overburdened with hundreds of emotionally charged cases in any given week. Thus, some judges may be less jarred by recounts of violence, child neglect, or criminal activity after hearing such issues repeatedly. A backdrop of jaded skepticism may permeate the courtroom, and violence may not resonate to the same degree to a fact-finder who has heard "the same story" before. Like the lawyers and social workers who work in the field of family law, Family Court judges are prone to vicarious traumatization and anesthetized empathy resulting naturally from constant exposure to descriptions of violence.

Jurors in domestic violence cases and child welfare cases involving physical violence may serve to relieve an overburdened judge experiencing vicarious traumatization. As Professor Ptacek noted after interviewing judges who presided over family violence cases in the state of Massachusetts, "[e]mpathetic engagement with women who are suffering from terrorizing violence can be exhausting," and "the emotional cost to judges who genuinely engage with women seeking protection may be one reason that other judges sit so passively in restraining order hearings." Undoubtedly, jurors can also be vicariously traumatized by hearing accounts of violence, yet jurors do not regularly decide hundreds of cases.

Another argument for juries advanced by judges and academics is that "jury trials should be favored over bench trials because judges can shield jurors from inadmissible information in ways that they cannot shield themselves." Indeed, in criminal cases, judges often know about

113. See generally Guggenheim & Hertz, supra note 40, at 574--75.
115. Ptacek, supra note 8, at 126; see also Robert E. Keeton, Judging 3 (1990).
116. Ptacek, supra note 8, at 134. Ptacek further states that some judges might be tempted to "abandon the burden of vicarious traumatization and turn against women who have been victimized." Id. at 127.
117. Andrew J. Wistrich, Chris Guthrie & Jeffrey J. Rachlinski, Can Judges Ignore Inadmissible Information: The Difficulty of Deliberately Disregarding, 153 U. Pa. L. Rev. 1251, 1259 (2005); see also In re Jose L., 64 A.D.2d 598, 599 (1978) (stating in a dissenting opinion that "[n]o juror would be permitted to sit with regard to a defendant whom he had previously judged in another criminal case").
prior convictions that are not allowed to be heard by a jury.\textsuperscript{118} There are times when the "jury is deciding a case which has n facts and the judge is deciding a case which has n+1 facts."\textsuperscript{119} The issue of knowing more facts than are applicable to a specific proceeding may lead some judges to articulate a preference for juries in order to insulate themselves from accusations of bias.\textsuperscript{120}

Litigants might believe that a judge is influenced by his or her own prior cases, and thus will not give due consideration to the litigant’s pending case. It is human nature to compare and contrast cases from the previous day or year\textsuperscript{121} and perhaps make determinations about which cases involve “real” violence. Drawing again from the rich literature of procedural justice theory, “[f]ew would doubt that the objective fairness of a procedure is enhanced if the procedure reduces the effects of bias or prejudice arising from factors irrelevant to the decision at hand.”\textsuperscript{122} In the mindset of the litigants, it may be impossible for a single jurist to purge her mind of previously formed impressions of the litigants, witnesses, and their families, especially if they have appeared before this same trier of fact in other proceedings.\textsuperscript{123}

Furthermore, how and what a lawyer argues in one case, or whether a lawyer raises a controversial policy concern, may affect all future cases.\textsuperscript{124} The institutional nature of courts such as Family Courts

\textsuperscript{119} Id. at 121; see also Guggenheim & Hertz, supra note 40, at 572 (stating that inadmissible information “may reach the judge as a result of off-hand remarks by a clerk or bailiff in the judge’s presence or as a result of the judge’s review of the court file”); Meier, supra note 83, at 677; Joseph B. Sanborn Jr., Second-Class Justice, First-Class Punishment: The Use of Juvenile Records in Sentencing Adults, 81 JUDICATURE 206, 212 (1998).
\textsuperscript{120} For this insight, I thank Judge Betsy Lambert Peterson, Trinidad & Tobago, who suggested this possibility at the ISFL conference. Judges might also be concerned that litigants or the general public perceive that the judge acted improperly, even if untrue. See also infra note 147.
\textsuperscript{121} Geraghty & Mlyniec, supra note 2, at 439–40.
\textsuperscript{122} LIND & TYLER, supra note 5, at 20.
\textsuperscript{123} As Judge Cooke held in the 1979 New York case of In re Leon RR., 48 N.Y.2d 117, 122 (1979), allowing in inadmissible evidence “raises a substantial probability of irreparable prejudice to a party’s case for there is simply no way of gauging the subtle impact of inadmissible hearsay on even the most objective trier of fact.” Interestingly, and highlighting the need for a fairly perceived justice system, Arizona introduced a bill under which parents may request a different judge to preside over termination of parental rights cases if the right to a jury is limited. See HB 2559, 47th Leg., 2d Reg. Sess. (Az. 2006).
\textsuperscript{124} This is the subject of the author’s work-in-progress, Making Waves or Keeping the Calm: Institutional Lawyering in the Clinical Legal Education Context. See generally Martin Guggenheim, Divided Loyalties: Musings on Some Ethical Dilemmas for the Institutional Criminal Defense Attorney, 14 N.Y.U. REV. L. & SOC. CHANGE 13, 13–21
crystallizes when the same lawyers and the same judges meet day after day. Such institutional lawyers have been termed by Professor Marc Galanter as "repeat players." The influx of many repeat players creates an atmosphere and culture in the Family Court that may contribute to a predetermined mindset and myopic decision-making rather than to a fresh and objective approach to new cases.

Hence, litigants may have concerns not only about the objectivity of the bench, but also about the lawyers involved in the cases, including the agency lawyer pursuing the case or the lawyer representing the child. A jury option has the potential to curb concerns of bias or institutional lawyering by disenfranchised litigants, thereby minimizing the perception that the bench and the bar are operating hand-in-hand.

2. Perceptions of Value and Identity Bias: A Jury of One's Peers

To achieve public confidence in a court system, intangible issues, such as litigants’ perceptions of judges and juries, must be afforded weighty consideration. At times, a litigant may perceive a disparity or divide between his or her own value system or identity and that of the judge. For example, a litigant who is of color or of low socio-economic status, or who is transgendered, or an atheist, may make assumptions that a particular judge represents a more traditional or conservative societal viewpoint. This disenfranchisement may occur regardless of the judge's actual views of the litigant or similarly situated litigants.


125. Galanter utilizes the term “repeat players” in his scholarship and distinguishes from the term “one shotters” to describe lawyers who may have a single case in a particular courthouse and are not regulars in that courthouse. Marc Galanter, Why the “Haves” Come Out Ahead: Speculations on the Limits of Legal Change, 9 Law & Soc’y Rev. 95, 97 (1974).


127. See generally Guggenheim & Hertz, supra note 40, at 571-75; Cohen, supra note 40, at 8.

128. On a more theoretical note, some have argued that when judges rather than juries “decide custody and dependency cases, the parents are not able to appeal to the community conscience, as embodied in the jury, to protect against government oppression.” Gofen, supra note 98, at 877.
A litigant might believe, albeit mistakenly, that a privileged judge is unqualified to act as a jurist making decisions about cases riddled with poverty, lack of opportunity, and violence—all circumstances which the judge has perhaps never personally experienced in his or her own life. A litigant might prefer a jury of one's peers in terms of class, race, religion, exposure to intimate partner violence, or the like. As Professor Ainsworth aptly states, "jury pools include men and women, blacks and whites, and thereby add valued dimension to jury fact-finding that judges cannot share."

The class, race, and background of a given judge or juror are, of course, not always proxies to core beliefs or the resultant decision-making. Nonetheless, a litigant may believe that like-minded or similarly situated jurors may be more empathetic to his or her case.

Some sociologists would argue that bias is part of human nature, yet judges are expected to transcend such internal biases. Six or twelve

129. *Batson v. Kentucky*, 476 U.S. 79 (1986), and its progeny highlight the issues about the racial component of a jury and the essence of fairness in a jury room. The same can be said about the racial composition of the judiciary. "Inclusion of these groups [women & minorities] is vital in maintaining and even increasing the legitimacy of the nation's judicial tribunals. . . . The presence of political minorities in the U.S. judiciary provides enormous symbolic, and perhaps political, import to a vital branch of government." Mark S. Hurwitz & Drew Noble Lanier, *Women and Minorities on State and Federal Appellate Benches: A Cross-Time Comparison, 1985 and 1999*, 85 JUDICATURE 84, 85 (2001). Some research has shown that juries are not sympathetic to victims of rape or spousal assault charges, while other data shows jurors are more sympathetic. Recent research shows these fluctuations may change as juror pools include more women. See HANS & VIDMAR, supra note 22, at 153, 205. But see Kim Taylor-Thompson, *Empty Votes in Jury Deliberations*, 113 HARV. L. Rev. 1261, 1262 (2000) (noting that despite the *Batson* Court's efforts to diversify jury pools, "the complexion and composition of juries have barely changed").

130. Ainsworth, supra note 2, at 1125.

131. See generally Anthony Champagne & Stuart Nagel, *The Psychology of Judging, The Psychology of the Courtroom* 261 (Kerr & Bray eds., 1982)(showing that while "a black judge . . . would be expected to have greater understanding of the problems of racism than a white judge," this is not always the case). But see *Batson*, 476 U.S. at 135 (stating in a dissenting opinion that group affiliations such as age, race, or occupation as proxy for potential juror partiality have long been accepted as basis for peremptory challenges); see also HANS & VIDMAR, supra note 22, at 50–51.


133. As retired West Virginia Justice Neely observed about checks and balances: "There is, therefore, always an element of human judgment that enters any complicated case, which is why the process traditionally calls upon the organized collective intelligence
jurors would bring different life experiences and viewpoints to the courtroom thereby increasing the likelihood that one view does not predominate the jury room. With a jury, there is also an opportunity for voir dire, which cannot be exercised formally with a judge.\textsuperscript{134}

As scholar and federal judge Jack Weinstein has argued, there are procedural safeguards in the group process protecting against individual biases,\textsuperscript{135} and thus “[t]rial by jury retains its legitimacy precisely because of its long history of impermeability to the vicissitudes of politics and fashion.”\textsuperscript{136} The jury has often been described as the “conscience of the community,”\textsuperscript{137} because “[i]t is unaffiliated with party or cause and speaks for the entire community.”\textsuperscript{138}

3. Perception of the Single Jurist Model

Unified courts and specialized domestic violence courts have proliferated in the United States. The “one judge, one family” unified model of Family Courts allows for continuity and consistency.\textsuperscript{139} Specialized courts also foster integration of services and offender
monitoring. Furthermore, in many cases, these courts may improve a judge's access to information, remedies, and services for an entire family, as well as her expertise in a certain subject matter. In applying the paradigm for a jury option as proposed in this Article, a litigant may select a jury to provide a fresh perspective on the facts, followed by a judge who can then fashion an appropriate dispositional remedy for the particular family.

The family represents the fabric of society, and yet, as it stands currently, one person alone can alter a family's entire future. A litigant might perceive that the capriciousness of a single judge could wreak havoc upon his or her family. For this reason and others stated previously, litigants in family violence proceedings should have the option of whether a judge or a jury will extract, weigh, and consider the complicated and unique facts of their cases.

Some litigants prefer the singular accountability of having one jurist decide the ultimate fate of their cases. For example, in the infamous case of Leopold and Loeb, Clarence Darrow selected a judge to determine the fate of the two defendants in a capital case, saying:

[W]e were afraid to submit our cause to a jury . . . . I know perfectly well that where responsibility is divided by twelve, it is easy to say: "Away with him". But . . . if these boys hang, you must do it. There can be no division of responsibility here. You can never explain that the rest overpowered you. It must be by your deliberate, cool, premeditated act, without a chance to shift responsibility.

141. See Developments, supra note 139, at 2108 ("[O]ne family, one judge" case management system aims to improve consistency for the family, to eliminate the problems associated with different judges evaluating discrete aspects of a case, and to increase the judge's ability to make informed decisions regarding proper outcome goals and services for the family.")
142. Id. at 2108-09.
144. Maureen McKernan, The Amazing Crime and Trial of Leopold and Loeb 216-17 (Gaunt 1996) (1924). A similar analogy can be drawn to a line of death penalty cases where the jury was led to believe that the ultimate responsibility for determining the appropriateness of a death sentence did not rest with them. See Caldwell v. Mississippi, 472 U.S. 320, 328-29 (1985); Mann v. Dugger, 844 F.2d 1446, 1454-55 (11th Cir. 1988); Wheat v. Thigpen, 793 F.2d 621, 627-28 (5th Cir. 1986). I thank Professor Randy Hertz for this insight.
Other litigants, however, are empowered by being able to tell their stories to a new or varied audience of peers. This Article advocates that providing litigants with a choice of forum in family violence cases \(^{145}\) will enhance their perception of an unbiased decision and likely strengthen the legitimacy of and compliance with the resultant court orders.

III. RECONCILING THE PRACTICAL OBSTACLES OF JURIES IN FAMILY VIOLENCE PROCEEDINGS

Despite the theoretical arguments favoring a jury option in family violence proceedings, those who oppose the right to a jury trial in such proceedings may raise a number of practical concerns that have not yet been addressed. Certainly the creation of a jury option where such an option has been absent is not without logistical obstacles. Valid criticisms may include: (1) privacy loss; (2) delay, congestion, and cost; and (3) legal complexities not suitable for juror decision-making. The final part of this Article will address some of these concerns and logistics as the theory of the jury option in family violence proceedings is applied in practice.

A. Issues of Privacy

Allowing a jury option in family violence proceedings injects a semblance of fairness, but may at the same time compromise privacy. Family Courts historically were closed to the public due to privacy issues, yet today, “Sunshine Laws” have swept the nation \(^{146}\) to allow in the public and the media. These laws have been enacted, among other reasons, to monitor attorney professionalism and judicial discretion in Family

---

145. In fact, this author praises the benefits of unified court system models and specialized domestic violence courts, but thinks a choice should be offered to highlight how these court models may be perceived by litigants. The paradigm proposed in this Article dovetails nicely with the “one judge, one family” system in that a jury determines the facts, and a seasoned judge still determines the disposition. For an excellent description of how domestic violence courts can operate within the therapeutic jurisprudence context, encompassing procedural justice theories, see Winick, supra note 10, at 60–87.

INTRODUCING THE CONSTRUCT OF THE JURY

Courts. Many of the arguments made in favor of opening Family Courts to the public and to the media can likewise be made for opening the Family Court to juries. Furthermore, in those states where Family Courts are already open, privacy concerns may be somewhat ameliorated.

Some advocates might argue that a jury's invasion of privacy would have a chilling effect and dissuade parties from pursuing trials, especially survivors of family violence. Yet, once a survivor files for an order of protection, or a governmental agency files a child abuse or neglect petition, privacy is already jeopardized by that filing. The judge will hear the allegations, as will the court clerks, the court bailiffs, the lawyers, and the other parties present. In cases of domestic violence, facing the batterer in court may be far more traumatic than facing a group of strangers. More significantly, litigants are not obligated to choose a jury if privacy concerns are paramount. Several scholars have argued that a more formalized adversarial court system actually helps to level the playing field for survivors of family violence.

148. In First Amendment cases there is a definite "nexus between openness, fairness, and the perception of fairness," which then enhances public confidence in the judicial system and offers "significant community therapeutic value." Richmond Newspapers v. Virginia, 448 U.S. 555, 570 (1980). A similar argument could be advanced for the jury option.
150. BANCROFT, supra note 39, at 303–05.
151. One could argue that jury trials are more public and therefore more dangerous to a family violence victim, due to possible exacerbation of the offender's anger. Because of this, each survivor needs to balance the risks and benefits of filing a petition or even testifying. Each survivor must decide whether she thinks a jury trial would outweigh the risks inherent in her case. The risk of a batterer using just one more tool against his partner—in this case, a jury—is a serious concern of the jury option model. Perhaps some states will require that all parties consent to a jury trial before it is afforded. Another interesting issue is the child's right to privacy. Perhaps a parent's right to demand a jury is nullified if a child will be testifying, unless the testimony is elicited in a less traumatic or less intrusive manner than open court, such as in camera or closed circuit. See, e.g., Wis. STAT. ANN. § 48.31(2) (West 2005) ("If the hearing involves a child victim or witness ... the court may order the taking and allow the use of a videotaped deposition."); Maryland v. Craig, 497 U.S. 836 (1990).
152. See Trina Grillo, The Mediation Alternative: Process Dangers for Women, 100 YALE L.J. 1545, 1608–09 (1991) (arguing that more formal procedures may be safer for the woman and her interests than the less formal mediation process); Geraghty & Mlyniec, supra note 2, at 444. Moreover, as Professor Ptacek notes "[u]nlike judges in criminal cases, judges hearing requests for restraining orders have no standard list of things that must be said
Thus, the option of a jury in such cases may actually empower these survivors.\textsuperscript{153}

Additionally, some may perceive the Family Court to be a somewhat “second-class court system.”\textsuperscript{154} The introduction of the jury into Family Court jurisprudence may very well elevate this oft-referenced lower status. If nothing else, the injection of the jury may encourage the public to envision the Family Court as being on par with other courts, as juries are part of the popular culture or traditional expectation of how court systems operate.\textsuperscript{155}

**B. Issues of Delay and Limited Resources**

Opponents to a jury option in family violence cases may argue that the costs and delays of juries are prohibitive. Indeed, one of the essential benefits of Family Court jurisprudence is its goal of swift justice to promote safety, stability, and the interests of justice for families and

---

\textsuperscript{153} See, e.g., Edna Erez & Joanne Belknap, *In Their Own Words: Battered Women's Assessment of the Criminal Processing System's Responses*, 13 *Violence and Victims* 251, 264 (1998) (“[T]he 'one size fits all' solution to battered women's plight... is likely to deepen the sense of powerlessness and exacerbate the frustration characteristic of those enmeshed in battering relationships.”).


\textsuperscript{155} Lawrence M. Friedman, *Law, Lawyers, and Popular Culture*, 98 *Yale L.J.* 1579, 1598-1606 (1989). Some have argued that privacy in custody proceedings should depend upon an individual case analysis, and presumably the same could be true regarding a jury option in family violence cases, if juries would compromise the safety of children or survivors of violence. Gofen, *supra* note 98, at 879–80. One could argue that due to the delicate and private nature of family violence proceedings and the underlying goal of reunification for a family, Family Courts should be closed to the public. See San Bernardino County Dept. of Pub. Soc. Servs. v. Superior Court, 283 Cal. Rptr. 332, 340 (Cal. Ct. App. 1991), as cited in Patton, *supra* note 149.
INTRODUCING THE CONSTRUCT OF THE JURY

Concerns that juries would cause delay are mitigated, however, by judges remaining as finders of fact in cases needing immediate decisions, such as emergency removals of children or temporary protective orders.\(^{157}\)

Moreover, many cases in Family Court are heard in small segments over the course of months, even years.\(^{158}\) Perhaps a jury will actually expedite the trials and ensure continuous and uninterrupted testimony over days instead of fragmented segments of evidence over months and years, as is common in Family Courts. Not all bench trials themselves result in instant decisions immediately following a hearing; many complex issues require judges and law clerks to review case law and statutory law, review transcripts, weigh the testimony, consult treatises, and encapsulate decisions in writing. Thus, a concern about the deliberations themselves taking up time may be in truth misplaced, as jury deliberations may actually quicken the process.

Research shows that the number of litigants who would in fact choose to have a jury trial, as well as those who actually proceed to jury trial, would probably not be as numerous as anticipated.\(^{160}\) As author

---

156. See, e.g., N.Y. FAMILY COURT ACT § 1011.

157. In some states like Maine and Pennsylvania, where civil protective order hearings must occur within a certain number of days, the jury option may not be realistic. 19-A ME. REV. STAT. ANN. § 4006 (1964); 23 PA. STAT. ANN. § 6107(a) (West 2001). Yet, some have argued that temporary orders of protection could be extended further so as to allow due process and procedural rights to the accused abuser. Epstein, Tempering, supra note 5, at 1873 n.137.

158. One of the major complaints about the current Family Court system is the lengthy delay that often occurs. See In re C.R., 843 N.E.2d 1188, 1189 (Ohio 2006); Flango & Rubin, supra note 8, at 15; Geraghty & Mlyniec, supra note 2, at 445; Hon. Gerald W. Hardcastle, Adversarialism and the Family Court: A Family Court Judge’s Perspective, 9 U.C. DAVIS J. JUV. L. & POL’Y 57, 64 n.16 (2005).

159. See Mark Hardin, Child Protection Cases in a Unified Family Court, 32 FAM. L.Q. 147, 193–94 (1998). However, this is not always the case, as some judges make up their minds regarding a case well before closing arguments are made. See Guggenheim & Hertz, supra note 40, at 581.

160. See, e.g., Winick, supra note 10, at 44 (explaining that the “overwhelming majority” of batterers do not request trials). Arizona has implemented jury trials in termination of parental rights cases; less than 175 jury trials were requested over the course of a year across the entire state. See H.B. 2559. 47th Leg., 2d Reg. Sess. (Ariz. 2006); Ann E. Freedman, Fact-Finding in Civil Domestic Violence Cases: Secondary Traumatic Stress and the Need for Compassionate Witnesses, 11 AM. U. J. GENDER SOC. POL’Y & L. 567, 584 (2003) (“Domestic violence victims often settle out of court for less protection, aware that making the case before a judge may expose them to unacceptable safety risks or require more evidentiary and advocacy resources than they have available.”). In fact, some have even referred to the percentage of custody cases which result in trial as “miniscule.” Harriet Newman Cohen, When Custody is Truly Contested, Who Decides Best Interests?, N.Y.L.J., June 6, 2005, at 9; see also Melton & Lind, supra note 111, at 74; Marc Galanter, At a Glance: The Changing U.S. Jury
John Guinther argues, “juries have a function even when they aren't functioning.” In other words, litigants often decide whether or not to proceed to trial based on the expected result. The prospect of a jury trial could increase favorable pre-litigation resolutions, thus decreasing the backlog and delay inherent in many of today's Family Courts.

In terms of resources, states could utilize smaller jury pools and juries. For example, some states allow for six jurors instead of twelve in certain proceedings, which has been held constitutional by the U.S. Supreme Court. Virginia has a statute that allows for a jury of three in certain civil cases. In Colorado and Wisconsin, for instance, a jury of six is allowed for questions of fact in child protective proceedings.

Other jury models deserve mention as well. For example, as the Court proffered in McKeiver, an advisory jury might be an appropriate option, and is already permitted in many types of cases under current state law. If the judge agrees, members of the jury may render a discretionary opinion to the bench, although it is unclear if the specific argument for an advisory jury has ever prevailed in a Family Court proceeding. The option of a jury of six peers, or an advisory jury, while

System, National Public Radio, available at http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=4695497 (last visited Aug. 27, 2006) ("On the criminal side, some 15 percent of criminal defendants were tried in 1962, but less than 5 percent in 2002. In spite of rising numbers of defendants, the absolute number of trials was 30 percent lower in 2002 than in 1962."); id. ("The percentage of civil cases reaching trial in the federal courts has fallen from 11 percent in 1962 to 1.8 percent in 2002. Trials have declined despite an increase in case filings over 1962-2002. In the federal courts, civil filings increased by a factor of five; trials fell by some 20 percent.").

161. GUINHTHER, supra note 1, at xv.
162. Id.
163. See generally Geraghty & Mlyniec, supra note 2, at 441.
165. VA. CODE ANN. § 8.01-359(D) (2006).
166. COLO. REV. STAT. § 19-3-202 (2005); WIS. STAT. § 48.31 (2005).
167. See Kropf, supra note 59, at 2167. New Jersey permits litigants to consent to the use of a jury, even if the claim was not one in which a right to a jury trial historically existed. See N.J. STAT. ANN. § 4:35-2 (West 2004); Pasternak, supra note 68. Some states which have a right to an advisory jury include: Virginia, VA. CODE ANN. § 16.1-296 (2004); Colorado, COLO. R. CIV. P. § 39 (2005); Kentucky, Ky. R. CIV. P. 39.03 (2006); Michigan, MICH. COMP. LAWS ANN. § 712A.17(2) (West 2005); Ohio, OHIO CIV. R. 39 (2005); and Vermont, VT. R. CIV. P. § 39 (2005).
168. VA. CODE ANN. § 8.01-356(e) (2005); In re Bates, 38 Va. Cir. 515 (Cir. Ct. 1992); In re Nichols, 14 Va. Cir. 341 (Cir. Ct. 1989).
169. This right was requested in In re Nichols, 14 Va. Cir. 341, for a child custody action, but the request was denied.
not ideal, could be the first step in a transition toward jury options in Family Court proceedings.

Moreover, scholars who have studied the actual data and statistics regarding American jury trials have found that “[t]he availability of the jury does not lengthen the time a case stays in the court system,”\(^\text{170}\) and, in fact, “in civil cases juries may represent a net savings in taxpayer dollars due to the settlements their presence induces.”\(^\text{171}\)

Although jury trials are costly, bench trials also incur substantial costs.\(^\text{172}\) If an argument against juries is based solely on a lack of financial resources, it communicates to family violence litigants that there are adequate resources to protect liberty interests in some cases,\(^\text{173}\) but not enough resources to protect lives at risk or children who are being removed from their homes. Ultimately, we as a society are sending an implicit message that the value we place on justice is inextricably linked to the cost.\(^\text{174}\)

C. Issues of Legal Complexity

The complexities and depths of family violence cannot always be distilled into mere legal theories or laws. The facts and frailty of families in the court system are wrought with intricate and highly sensitive issues. Nevertheless, lack of a formal legal education is not a valid reason to be disqualified from deliberating such important cases. In fact, life experiences often supersede formal education in terms of wisdom. Family violence proceedings may be more suitable for jurors as decision-makers to parse out facts, as the complexity of facts in many such cases might be better considered from several individual perspectives. Moreover, the body of law governing family violence proceedings in most states is not overly complex. The combination of potentially complex facts without a complicated body of law may be well-suited to juror decision-making. Additionally, jurors address issues of domestic violence

\(^{170}\)Guinther, supra note 1, at 168.

\(^{171}\)Id.


\(^{173}\)See U.S. Const. art. III, § 2, cl. 3.; U.S. Const. amend. VI.

regularly in the criminal courts and are capable of reaching sound verdicts.\footnote{175}

Jurors routinely consider complicated areas of law in cases such as securities fraud and intellectual property.\footnote{176} In medical malpractice cases, for example, a jury must decide whether a physician exercised the standard of care that an average physician in the community would exercise.\footnote{177} Likewise, in a child neglect case, a jury should be able to determine whether or not a parent exercised a “minimum degree of care.”\footnote{178} Such issues are not outside the ken of jurors who are entrusted to decide cases by linking intricate facts with their own knowledge and experience.

Another concern may be that a jury deciding the facts in family violence proceedings may reflect misconceptions about domestic violence. Indeed, the public’s erroneous beliefs might include any number of the following misconceptions: (1) Men are always the abusers, and women are always the victims;\footnote{179} (2) Violence does not exist or is just a private matter; (3) He or she could have or should have left the abuser;\footnote{180} (4) A large

\footnote{175. See generally Tom Lininger, Prosecuting Batterers After Crawford, 91 VA. L. Rev. 747, 812–14 (2005); Hans & Vidmar, supra note 22, at 153 (noting that even as far back as the 1950s “juries responded sympathetically to victims of spouse abuse in a manner reminiscent of today’s public concern with this major social problem”). But see De Sanctis, supra note 86, at 374 (“The jury may be gender biased, prejudiced against victims of domestic violence, and suffer from a ‘belief in a just world’ [and thus not want to believe domestic violence exists].”) Yet, De Sanctis also argues that judges can have some of these same misconceptions in domestic violence cases. De Sanctis, supra note 86, at 367 n.46.}
\footnote{178. See N.Y. Family Court Act § 1012(f); see also Nicholson v. Scoppetta, 3 N.Y.3d 357, 368 (2004).}
\footnote{179. See supra note 11; see also Detschelt, supra note 11, at 249; Suzanne K. Steinmetz & Joseph S. Lucca, Husband Battering, in HANDBOOK OF FAMILY VIOLENCE 233–46 (Vincent B. Van Hasselt et al. eds., 1988).}
\footnote{180. Kurtz, supra note 88, at 1360; Ptacek, supra note 8, at 121 (“[W]omen’s feelings about themselves, their abusive partners, and their situations are part of a dynamic interactional process. . . . [T]he response of institutions to women’s help-seeking has a great impact on women’s emotional and cognitive responses to violence.”)}
brawny survivor of violence abused by a small scrawny batterer is not believable;¹⁸¹ or (5) Survivors always return to their abusers, so how bad could it have been, or was he or she lying in the first place?¹⁸²

Yet, even when trained, judges and lawyers may harbor some of these same misconceptions.¹⁸³ Moreover, if one were to argue that due to a judge’s training,¹⁸⁴ acumen, and experience, he or she is most equipped to determine cases involving family violence, one must remember that our legal system is not founded upon who is better equipped to hear a case, but rather upon fundamental fairness in the courtroom. Again, litigants in family violence proceedings need to have confidence in the court system and court rulings. A jury option may be a viable alternative for litigants who fear the power granted to a single jurist, and who suspect that any order from a single jurist is inherently unjust.

Also, a judge already trained in the dynamics of domestic violence retains the option of rejecting the theories and foundations of such training and may not choose to draw upon this knowledge in making her decisions and rulings. Notably, many Family Court judges do not encourage expert testimony about the dynamics and basics of domestic violence, nor do they favor lawyers pontificating about the dynamics during bench trials.¹⁸⁵ Expert witnesses, who might enhance a bench trial by addressing the textured nuances associated with family violence in a particular case, are ultimately more of an anomaly in domestic

¹⁸¹. Duthu, supra note 11, at 30 (acknowledging the myth that “the batterer will always be bigger and physically stronger than the victim”).
¹⁸². See Ptacek, supra note 8, at 70; Elisabeth Ayyildiz, When Battered Woman’s Syndrome Does Not Go Far Enough: The Battered Woman as Vigilante, 4 AM. U. J. GENDER & LAW 141, 144 (1995); De Sanctis, supra note 86, at 373; Letendre, supra note 78, at 981; Raeder, supra note 78, at 794–95.
¹⁸⁴. The National Council of Juvenile and Family Court Judges mandates: “All judges must be trained in the dynamics of family violence and how to address it fairly and properly. . . . Additional training will better enable judges to understand these complex issues, become more sensitive to the barriers facing victims, and eliminate any gender bias which contributes to the judicial system’s failure to afford the protection of the law to the victims of family violence.” Hon. Stephen B. Herrell & Meredith Hoppford, FAMILY VIOLENCE: IMPROVING COURT PRACTICE 11, 16 (1990).
¹⁸⁵. See generally Jane H. Aiken & Jane C. Murphy, Dealing with Complex Evidence of Domestic Violence: A Primer for the Civil Bench, 39 CT. REV. 12, 12–13 (2002); Freedman, supra note 160, at 582 n.45.
violence cases in Family Court. This is true despite the fact that expert testimony may provide invaluable assistance to a judge or jury and prevent decisions based solely on emotions or misconceptions.

This Article proposes a paradigm that offers litigants an opportunity to have the facts determined freshly by the jury and the law applied keenly by the experienced judge. In this model, the judge decides the ultimate disposition for a family. The judge also retains the customary judicial authority and control, such as ruling on evidentiary objections and on which facts are relevant, dismissing or severing charges, vetoing a highly unreasonable verdict, and ultimately determining the best interests of the child. Thus, the judge addresses the legal complexities and technicalities and allows the jury to focus upon the facts.

Ultimately, we can refer back to the 1968 seminal case of Duncan v. Louisiana, in which Justice White explains:

> [A]t the heart of the dispute have been express or implicit assertions that juries are incapable of adequately understanding evidence or determining issues of fact, and that they are unpredictable, quixotic, and little better than a roll of dice. Yet, the most recent and exhaustive study of the jury in criminal cases concluded that juries do understand the evidence and

186. See generally Aiken & Murphy, supra note 185, at 13–15; Freedman, supra note 160, at 578–79; Evan Stark, Symposium on Reconceptualizing Violence Against Women By Intimate Partners: Critical Issues, Re-Presenting Woman Battering: From Battered Woman Syndrome to Coercive Control, 58 ALB. L. REV. 973, 974 (1995) ("Among the most important legal innovations in criminal and civil proceedings involving domestic violence is the admission of expert testimony.")

187. Certainly, there are costs associated with expert witnesses, yet such witnesses could include domestic violence advocates or shelter counselors who may even testify for low cost (assuming they would qualify as experts under state law). Furthermore, concerns that juries are overly swayed by emotion or irrelevant factors have not been replicated in actual research. See Horowitz & Willging, supra note 75, at 174–75 (citing Visher studies). Some have argued that judges operate fairly and equitably instead of focusing merely upon the intricacies of the law. See HANS & VIDMAR, supra note 22, at 116. Moreover, with expert testimony or education about how survivors may present themselves, finders of fact can see beyond the mere appearances of survivors during the fact-finding process. Meier, supra note 82, at 688. Studies show that after serving on juries, jurors leave the courtroom more educated, more informed and with a higher regard for the court system overall. See HANS & VIDMAR, supra note 22, at 19. See generally Stephen J. Adler, The Jury 242 (1994). If adding the jury option to family violence cases secondarily educates the public about the issue, then the model is that much more worthwhile.

188. Judges can overrule juries at times. See, e.g., Fed. R. Civ. P. 50(b). Rule 50 consolidated both directed verdicts and judgments notwithstanding the verdict into "judgment as a matter of law." See id.

come to sound conclusions in most of the cases presented to
them and that when juries differ with the result at which the
judge would have arrived, it is usually because they are serving
some of the very purposes for which they were created and for
which they are now employed.\textsuperscript{190}

\section*{Conclusion}

Regrettably, a paucity of state statutes allow juries in family vio-
ence cases. Jury trials should be an option in limited circum-
cstances in Family Court cases. Specifically, it is critical to consider the option of a
jury trial in the adjudicative portion of family offense proceedings and
child protective proceedings addressing allegations of family violence.
A litigant should have the option to have the jury decide the facts, and
then have the judge apply the law and craft the appropriate remedy.

Confidence in the judicial system, as held by the public in general
and the litigants in particular, is undoubtedly critical on many levels.
There may initially be valid concerns that juries in family violence pro-
cedings might affect privacy or backlog. Yet in the final analysis,
introducing the construct of juries into Family Court jurisprudence will
assuredly improve the perception and trust in the legal system overall.
Increased formality in the Family Court system and the right to a jury
option may very well enhance the integrity and perceived legitimacy of
such proceedings, as well as the legal system as a whole.\textsuperscript{191}

If a judicial system is to operate fairly, it must engender the good
will and trust of the community that it seeks to protect and upon which
it will dispense its justice. In family violence cases, the perception of un-
fairness may jeopardize a family's ability to function beyond a court case
and adhere to durable and workable solutions. If litigants and families
who entrust their lives to be judged and determined by a court perceive
a biased system—whether or not such bias exists—it threatens to erode
the perception of fairness and balance that the court system was in-
tended to provide.  
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